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Abstract: Healthy aging is associated with a progressive decline across a range of cognitive functions.
An important factor underlying this decline may be the age-related impairment in stimulus–reward
processing. Several studies have investigated age-related effects, but compared young versus old subjects. This is the first study to investigate the effect of aging on brain activation during reward processing within a continuous segment of the adult life span. We scanned 49 healthy adults aged 40–70
years, using functional MRI. We adopted a simple reward task, which allowed separate evaluation of
neural responses to reward anticipation and receipt. The effect of reward on performance accuracy
and speed was not related to age, indicating that all subjects could perform the task correctly. We
identified a whole-brain significant age-related decline of ventral striatum activation during reward
anticipation as compared to neutral anticipation. Importantly, the specificity of this finding was underscored by the observation that there was no general decline in activation during anticipation. Activation in the ventral striatum increased with age during reward receipt as compared to receiving neutral
outcome. Finally, activation in the ventromedial prefrontal cortex during outcome was not affected by
age. Our data demonstrate that the typical shift in striatal activation from reward receipt to reward anticipation in young adults disappears with healthy aging. These changes are consistent the well-ocumented
age-related decline of striatal dopamine availability, and may provide a stepping stone for further
C 2015 Wiley
V
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INTRODUCTION
Advancing age is associated with a decline across a range
of cognitive functions, including decision making, learning,
and attentional control [Coubard et al., 2011; Denburg et al.,
2005; Rhodes, 2004; Ridderinkhof et al., 2002]. It has been
suggested that this is the result of an age-related attenuation
in reward-based learning [Eppinger et al., 2009, 2011; Mell
et al., 2003, 2009]. Reward-based learning is the ability to
associate environmental stimuli and actions with subsequent reward receipt, using both positive and negative feedback. As such, it is crucial for the construction of goaldirected behavior [Ridderinkhof et al., 2004].
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Stimulus–reward processing is thought to be modulated
by the ventral striatum, an area innervated by dopaminergic projections from the midbrain [Bijleveld et al., 2014;
Schultz, 2007; Schultz et al., 1997; Vink et al., 2013]. Neurophysiological studies in monkeys and humans have consistently shown that activation in the ventral striatum signals
the receipt of unexpected rewards as well as the anticipation of expected rewards and associated prediction errors
[Haber and Knutson, 2010; Knutson et al., 2001a,b; Schultz
et al., 1997]. Learning stimulus–reward associations is
characterized by a temporal shift in striatal activation from
actual reward receipt to the anticipation of the reward
[Schultz et al., 1997]. In other words, if a reward can be
predicted using a cue, then ventral striatum activation will
increase in response to that cue and no longer as a reaction to receiving of the reward. We and others have shown
that this shift develops throughout adolescence [Bjork
et al., 2010; Ernst et al., 2005; Hoogendam et al., 2013] and
is paralleled by frontostriatal maturation [May et al., 2014;
Vink et al., 2014]. Another key structure in the reward circuitry is the ventromedial prefrontal cortex (vmPFC),
which is known to attribute subjective value to a reward
and monitor outcome of current choices during decision
making [Boorman et al., 2009; Figee et al., 2011; Haber and
Knutson, 2010; Levy and Glimcher, 2012; Liu et al., 2011].
The vmPFC is believed to have a rather specific function
during reward outcome, while its role during reward
anticipation is more passive [Diekhof et al., 2012].
To date, only a few studies have investigated reward
processing in the aging brain. These studies typically compare brain activation in older subjects (aged 62–80 years)
with that of young adults (aged 19–28 years). Results for
age-related changes in reward anticipation are inconsistent
across studies, with some studies reporting reduced striatal
activation during reward anticipation in older versus
younger subjects [Dreher et al., 2008; Schott et al., 2007],
whereas others do not find such a decrease [Lorenz et al.,
in press; Rademacher et al., 2013; Samanez-Larkin et al.,
2007]. In contrast, striatal activation at reward receipt may
be increased in older compared to younger subjects [Schott
et al., 2007]. These divergent patterns across the various
components of reward processing indicate that striatal activation levels do not simply increase or decrease with aging.
Rather, striatal activation during reward anticipation and
reward receipt may be impacted in an opposite direction.
More specifically, these data suggest that the characteristic
shift in striatal activation from reward receipt to reward
anticipation may no longer occur in healthy aging. To date,
no age-related changes have been reported in the vmPFC
during reward receipt. Previous studies identified agerelated changes in reward processing by comparing groups
of adolescent versus elderly subjects (subjects older than 60
years). However, the relation between reward processing in
middle-aged subjects relative to elderly subjects has not yet
been explored. Therefore, investigating age effects within a
continuous segment of the adult life span could provide
additional information.
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Here, we investigate the alterations in reward processing during middle age in a sample of 49 healthy adults
aged 40–70 years using a cross-sectional design. Subjects
performed a reward task based on the Monetary Incentive
Delay task [Knutson et al., 2001a,b], designed to optimally
evaluate brain activation during reward anticipation and
receipt separately [Figee et al., 2011; Van Hell et al., 2010],
while being scanned with functional MRI. We examine
age-related changes in performance and brain activation in
two ways: (a) regression-analyses with age as a continuous
factor and (b) analyses across three age-groups, representing middle age (40–50 years), late middle age (50–60
years), and old age (60–70 years). Age-related changes in
activation are analyzed using a whole brain approach and
using two predefined anatomical Regions of Interest
(ROIs) which are the two key areas involved in reward
processing: the bilateral ventral striatum and vmPFC
[Haber and Knutson, 2010; Hoogendam et al., 2013; Liu
et al., 2011; Schultz, 2000].
Since behavioral research has shown that reward-based
learning is subject to an age-related decline, we hypothesize that increasing age will impair those characteristic
elements of adult reward processing [Schultz et al., 1997].
Specifically, we hypothesize that with age, striatal activation during the anticipation of reward will decline, while
striatal activation during reward receipt will increase.
If true, this would support the notion that with increasing
age the shift from reward receipt to reward anticipation,
which is characteristic of adult reward processing
[Schultz et al., 1997], no longer occurs. We will not investigate age-effects in the vmPFC during reward anticipation, since it appears to have a mainly passive role in this
part of reward processing [Diekhof et al., 2012]. Data
to identify age effects in the vmPFC during reward
receipt are generally lacking. Therefore, the effect of
aging on the processing of reward receipt in the vmPFC
is difficult to predict.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Participants
Fifty-seven healthy subjects aged 40–70 years (mean age
54.89 years; standard deviation (SD) 6.96; 23 males) participated in the study. Data were screened for outliers (>2 SD
from the group mean) and tested for highly influential
observations using Cook’s distance and this resulted in the
removal of two subjects (2 males aged 55.8 and 60.4 years)
based on behavioral performance and six subjects (2 males
aged 64.6 and 66.2 years; 4 females aged 41.2, 48.3, 49.7,
and 56.2) based on activation data. Therefore, all analyses
were performed on the remaining 49 adults. To perform
additional analyses, we defined three age groups of 10
years each, representing middle age (40–50 years, n 5 11, 3
males), late middle age (50–60 years, n 5 28, 9 males), and
old age (60–70 years, n 5 10, 7 males).
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Figure 1.
Schematic representation of the reward task. There were two
types of trials: neutral trials (A) and potentially rewarding trials
(B) as indicated by the cue (neutral face for a neutral trial and a
smiling face for a potentially rewarding trial). Subjects had to
press a button as fast as possible when the target stimulus
appeared. The fixation time between cue and target was varied.

Feedback was given after the response and indicated via color if
the response was given within the time limit (green) or not
(red). Also the amount of money won in that trial was presented (either 11 or 10). Finally, the cumulative amount of
money won was presented. [Color figure can be viewed in the
online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

The study protocol was approved by the Medical Ethics
Committee of the University Medical Center Utrecht and
all participants gave written informed consent. Subjects
received monetary compensation consisting of a fixed
amount for participation and an additional variable
amount based on their task earnings.
All subjects were right-handed, not colorblind, did not
report a history of neurological or psychiatric illness, nor
did they use psychotropic medication or medication
known to influence the blood-oxygen-level-dependent
(BOLD) signal.

duration 3,286 ms, range 779–6,729 ms). Next, subjects had
to respond as fast as possible, by pressing a button, when
a target stimulus (exclamation mark) appeared on the
screen. Subsequent feedback notified participants of their
performance, indicating if they earned money on that trial,
as well as their cumulative total at that moment. Subjects
could win e1 during a potentially rewarding trial.
For both potentially rewarding and nonrewarding trials,
subjects had to respond to the target stimulus within a certain time limit, that is, target duration. Responses were
considered correct (correct feedback) if subjects responded
within this time limit. Responses given after the time limit
were considered incorrect (incorrect feedback).
The time limit was individually adjusted to ensure that
each participant succeeds in 50% of the trials. This adjustment was based on 20 practice trials, which were presented prior to the start of the experiment (when subjects
were already in the scanner). From these practice data, the
shortest reaction time to the target was used to determine
the individual time limit for responses to the target. In
50% of the trials, 200 ms was added to the duration of the
individual time limit, enabling participants to be successful in these trials. In the remaining trials, 150 ms was subtracted from the time limit, to make sure that participants
could not respond in time. This procedure resulted in

Reward Task
Participants performed a reward task [Fig. 1, De Leeuw
et al., 2015; Figee et al., 2011; Hoogendam et al., 2013; Van
Hell et al., 2010] based on the Monetary Incentive Delay
task [Knutson et al., 2001a,b]. This task allows the investigation of anticipation and receipt of reward, separately. At
the beginning of each trial, a cue was presented for 750 ms
signaling whether the subject could win money (potentially rewarding trial) or not (nonrewarding trial). For the
potentially rewarding trials, this cue was a smiling face
and for the nonrewarding trials a neutral face. Immediately after the cue, a fixation star was presented (mean

r
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about 50% correct feedback for both rewarding and nonrewarding trials, separately. Participants were told that they
would receive the cumulative total amount of reward of
the actual experiment in addition to the standard compensation for participation. The task consisted of 60 trials with
a mean duration of 9,571 ms (range 4,946–16,107 ms),
resulting in a total task duration of 9 min 35 s.

fMRI Data Acquisition
The experiment was performed on a 3.0 T Philips
Achieva MRI scanner (Philips Medical Systems, Best, the
Netherlands) at the University Medical Center Utrecht.
Images were acquired using an eight-channel sensitivityencoding (SENSE) parallel-imaging head coil. Whole-brain
T2*-weighted echo planar images (EPI) with BOLD contrast, oriented in a transverse plane tilted 20 over the leftright axis, were acquired in a single run (372 volumes; 30
slices per volume; interleaved acquisition; repetition time,
1,600 ms; echo time, 23 ms; field of view: 208 3 120 3
256 mm; flip angle 5 72.5 ; 64 3 64 matrix; 4 3 4 mm inplane resolution; 4-mm slice thickness; SENSE-factor, 2.4
[anterior–posterior]). A whole-brain 3D fast field echo T1weighted scan (185 slices; repetition time 5 8.4 ms; echo
time 5 3.8 ms; flip angle 5 8 ; field of view, 252 3 288 3
185 mm; voxelsize: 1 mm isotropic) was obtained for
within-subject registration purposes.

Preprocessing and Individual Subject Analysis
Image data were preprocessed and analyzed using SPM
software
(http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/software/
spm/). After realignment of the functional scans, the anatomical image was coregistered to the mean functional
image. This image was segmented and normalization
parameters were estimated. Using these parameters, the
functional and anatomical images were matched to the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) T1-template brain. Functional images were spatially smoothed using an 8-mm fullwidth at half-maximum Gaussian kernel. Each participant’s
translation and rotation corrections were examined to ensure
there was no excessive head motion [>3 mm in any direction between subsequent scans; Van Dijk et al., 2012].
The preprocessed time-series data for each individual
were analyzed using a general linear model regression
analysis. The regression model consisted of six factors,
representing hemodynamic changes which were eventrelated to (1) anticipation during and after the presentation
of the reward cue (Anticipation Reward), (2) anticipation
during and after the neutral cue (Anticipation Neutral), (3)
feedback reflecting monetary reward (Feedback Reward),
(4) feedback reflecting a missed reward in a potentially
rewarding trial (Feedback No Reward), (5) feedback
reflecting a correct response in a neutral trial (Feedback
Correct Neutral), and (6) feedback reflecting an incorrect
response in a neutral trial (Feedback Incorrect Neutral).
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The onset of the factors modeling anticipation (duration
range 1,529–7,479 ms) was at the presentation of the cue,
while the onset of the factors modeling feedback (duration
2,000 ms) was at the presentation of the target, including
the button press to the target and the subsequent feedback.
To take residual head motion effects into account, motion
parameters from the realignment procedure were included
as regressors of no interest. Low frequency drifts were
removed from the signal by applying a high-pass filter
with a cut-off frequency of 1/128 Hz.
For each participant, statistical maps were generated for
the contrasts (1) Anticipation Reward versus Anticipation
Neutral (hereafter referred to as Reward Anticipation), (2)
Feedback Reward versus Feedback Correct Neutral
(Reward Receipt), and (3) Feedback No Reward versus
Feedback Incorrect Neutral (No-Reward Receipt).

Whole-Brain Analysis
Individual statistical maps were used for the wholebrain group-analyses investigating the relation between
age and brain activation. These maps were tested for significance at a familywise error (FWE) corrected cluster
level of P 5 0.05 (cluster-defining threshold of P 5 0.001,
cluster size of 36 voxels). These parameters were determined using SPM (version 5) and a script (CorrClusTh.m,
to be found on http://www2.warwick.ac.uk/fac/sci/
statistics/staff/academic-research/nichols/scripts/spm),
which uses estimated smoothness (estimated full width at
half maximum: 3.56 3 3.65 3 3.46 voxels) and Random
Field Theory to find these corrected thresholds.

Region of Interest Analysis
A ROI analysis was applied to investigate the relation
between age and brain activation levels. Two bilateral anatomical ROIs were a priori selected, based on their known
involvement in the anticipation and outcome of reward
[Haber and Knutson, 2010; Knutson et al., 2001a,b]: the ventral striatum and vmPFC. ROIs were based on definitions of
the Anatomic Automatic Labeling atlas [Tzourio-Mazoyer
et al., 2002] and created using the WFU PickAtlas Toolbox
implemented in SPM. The ventral striatum was defined as
that part of the caudate nucleus below the z-coordinate of
0 mm. The vmPFC ROI consisted of the medial part of the
orbitofrontal cortex, entailing the bilateral gyrus rectus and
medial orbital gyrus [Zald and Andreotti, 2010]. We subsequently created an additional ROI for the anterior vmPFC,
defined as the ventral half of the vmPFC ROI. This anterior
part of the vmPFC is particularly relevant to our study,
since it is believed to be predominantly sensitive to monetary reward outcome, whereas the posterior vmPFC more
sensitive to primary reward, such as taste or tactile rewards
[Haber and Knutson, 2010].
For each participant, the mean activation level
(expressed as percent signal change) during the three
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Figure 2.
Behavioral data. Scatter plot of the reward effect (reward anticipation vs. neutral anticipation) on
accuracy (indicated by the difference in number of correct trials) and reaction time as a function
of age (with linear trend line and 95% confidence interval), and line plots for the three age
groups (6standard error of the mean) for neutral trials and potentially rewarding trials.

contrasts of interest (Reward Anticipation, Reward
Receipt, and No-Reward Receipt) was calculated over all
voxels in each ROI. Regression analyses were then performed for each ROI separately with activation level as
dependent variable and age as predictor. We defined a
primary significance level of P  0.05 for all ROI analyses.
We calculated an additional Bonferroni-corrected significance level of P  0.0125, since we investigated two bilateral ROI’s (4 ROI’s in total).

RESULTS
Behavioral Data
Behavioral data are presented in Figure 2 and Supporting Information, Figure 1. Regression analyses showed
that, as expected, subjects responded faster to the target
on potentially rewarding trials relative to neutral trials

r

(reward: 301 6 34 ms, neutral: 315 6 31 ms, F(1,48) 5 19.40;
P < 0.001; Supporting Information, Fig. 1). Figure 2 shows
that the effect of reward (difference between potentially
rewarding trials and neutral trials) on reaction times was
not affected by age (F(1,48) 5 0.52; r 5 0.10; P 5 0.47). Moreover, there was no effect of age on overall reaction times
(F(1,48) 5 2.34; r 5 0.22; P 5 0.13), nor for potentially
rewarding trials (F(1,48) 5 1.3; r 5 0.17; P 5 0.25) or neutral
trials (F(1,48) 5 3.23; r 5 0.25; P 5 0.08) separately. Next, we
performed a repeated-measures analysis with group (three
levels) and condition (reward cue, neutral cue). Similar to
the regression analysis results, this analysis revealed a
main effect of condition (F(1,46) 5 19.21; P < 0.001). However, there was no group by condition interaction
(F(2,46) 5 0.76; P 5 0.47), nor did the main effect of group
reach significance (F(2,46) 5 1.63; P 5 0.21). These results
indicate that older subjects (60–70 years) show a similar
reward-induced speeding effect on reaction times as do
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Figure 3.
Whole-brain effect of age on brain activation during reward anticipation versus neutral anticipation. Activation was tested for significance at a familywise error (FWE) corrected cluster level of
P 5 0.05 (cluster-defining threshold of P 5 0.001, cluster size of 36 voxels). L 5 left, R 5 right.
[Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
middle age (40–50 years) and late middle age adults (50–
60 years).
Subjects made more correct responses (i.e., responses
within the time limit, see Materials and Methods section) in
potentially rewarding trials relative to neutral trials (reward:
14.25 out of 30 trials correct: 47.5 6 6.8%, neutral: 13.2 out of
30 trials correct: 44 6 19%, F(1,48) 5 20.25; P < 0.001; Supporting Information Fig. 1). Figure 2 shows that the effect of
reward (difference between potentially rewarding trials and
neutral trials) on accuracy was not affected by age
(F(1,48) 5 0.56; r 5 0.11; P 5 0.46). Moreover, there was no
effect of age on overall accuracy (F(1,48) 5 1.34, r 5 20.17,
P 5 0.25), nor for potentially rewarding trials (F(1,48) 5 0.91;
r 5 20.14; P 5 0.35) or neutral trials (F(1,48) 5 1.19; r 5 20.16;
P 5 0.28) separately. Next, we performed a repeatedmeasures analysis similar to that for reaction times. This analysis (Fig. 2) revealed a main effect of condition
(F(1,46) 5 19.54; P < 0.001), but not of group (F(2,46) 5 1.0;
P 5 0.37) nor a group by condition interaction (F(2,46) 5 0.16;
P 5 0.85). So, accuracy approached 50% and task performance was not affected by age, as was expected from the individual adaptation of the time limit for a correct response (see
Materials and Methods section).

Whole-Brain Analyses
Reward anticipation
Whole-brain results are presented in Figure 3, Supporting
Information, Figure 2 and Table 1. A whole-brain analysis
contrasting anticipation of reward and neutral anticipation
revealed a well-documented pattern of activation that
includes parts of the reward network, comprising the ventral
striatum, thalamus, dorsal caudate, cingulate cortex, and
putamen, as well as areas associated with task performance,
comprising the primary motor cortex and supplementary
motor area (Supporting Information, Fig. 2 and Table 1).

r

Importantly, we found an effect of age on activation in
the left ventral striatum (cluster center x 5 24, y 5 8,
z 5 24; FWE-corrected threshold of P 5 0.05 and cluster
size of 36 voxels), with older subjects showing less activation (Fig. 3).

Reward receipt
As presented in Supporting Information, Figure 2,
whole-brain analysis contrasting receipt of reward and
correct neutral outcome activated the vmPFC, dorsal caudate, posterior cingulate cortex, and bilateral parahippocampal cortex. We found no regions showing age-related
changes in activation levels.

Region of Interest analyses
Reward anticipation
Reward anticipation results are presented in Figure 4
and Supporting Information, Figure 3. Regression analyses
showed activation in the ventral striatum to be significantly increased during reward anticipation compared to
neutral anticipation (left: F(1,48) 5 25.29; P < 0.001, right:
F(1,48) 5 43.82; P < 0.001; Fig. 4). Importantly, this difference was modulated by age (left: F(1,48) 5 14.18; r 5 20.48;
P < 0.001, right: F(1,48) 5 6.67; r 5 20.35; P 5 0.013), with
older subjects showing reduced levels of ventral striatum
activation during reward anticipation. Only the age effect
in the left ventral striatum survived Bonferroni correction.
Finally, there was no main effect of age (left: F(1,48) 5 0.03;
r 5 20.02; P 5 0.88, right: F(1,48) 5 0.02; r 5 20.02;
P 5 0.89), indicating that there was no general decline in
activation levels with age. Rather, activation patterns during reward anticipation and neutral anticipation became
more similar with age, with declining activation during
reward anticipation (left: F(1,48) 5 1.00; r 5 20.14; P 5 0.32,
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Figure 4.
Reward anticipation. Scatter plot of the reward effect (reward anticipation vs. neutral anticipation) on brain activation in the left and right ventral striatum as a function of age (with linear
trend line and 95% confidence interval), and line plots for the three age groups (6standard error
of the mean) for neutral anticipation and reward anticipation.
right: F(1,48) 5 1.38; r 5 20.17; P 5 0.24), and activation
during neutral anticipation increasing with age numerically, but not significantly (left: F(1,48) 5 1.11; r 5 0.16;
P 5 0.29, right: F(1,48) 5 0.93; r 5 0.14; P 5 0.34) (Supporting
Information, Fig. 3).
Next, we performed a repeated-measures analysis with
group (three levels) and condition (reward cue, neutral cue).
This revealed a significant main effect of condition (left:
F(1,46) 5 31.91; P < 0.001, right: F(1,46) 5 48.88; P < 0.001),
with subjects showing more activation during reward anticipation as compared to neutral anticipation (Fig. 4). More
importantly, the group by condition interaction was significant (left: F(2,46) 5 7.27; P 5 0.001, right: F(2,46) 5 3.7724;
P 5 0.03), with a smaller effect of reward in the oldest group.
Indeed, post-hoc t-tests showed that ventral striatum activation was significantly higher when anticipating reward compared to neutral anticipation in the group aged 40–50 years
compared to subjects aged 50–60 years (left: t(37) 5 3.04;
P 5 0.004, right: t(37) 5 2.37; P 5 0.022) and 60–70 years (left:
t(19) 5 3.38; P 5 0.003, right: t(19) 5 2.27; P 5 0.035). Finally,

r

there was no main effect of age (left: F(2,46) 5 0.91; P 5 0.41,
right: F(2,46) 5 1.12; P 5 0.34), indicating that there was no
general decline in activation.

Reward receipt
Reward receipt results are presented in Figure 5 and
Supporting Information, Figure 4. Regression analyses
showed significantly more activation in the ventral striatum during reward receipt as compared to neutral outcome (left: F(1,48) 5 8.54; P 5 0.01, right: F(1,48) 5 7.42;
P 5 0.009; Fig. 5). Importantly, this difference was modulated by age (left: F(1,48) 5 6.81; r 5 0.36; P 5 0.01, right:
F(1,48) 5 4.58; r 5 0.29; P 5 0.04), with older subjects showing an increased effect of reward receipt on ventral striatum activation. Only the age effect in the left ventral
striatum survived Bonferoni correction. Finally, there was
no main effect of age (left: F(1,48) 5 1.94; r 5 0.19; P 5 0.17,
right: F(1,48) 5 1.84; r 5 0.19; P 5 0.18), indicating that there
was no general change in activation levels with age.
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Figure 5.
Reward receipt. Scatter plot of the reward effect (reward receipt vs. correct neutral outcome)
on brain activation in the left and right ventral striatum as a function of age (with linear trend
line and 95% confidence interval), and line plots for the three age groups (6standard error of
the mean) for correct neutral outcome and reward receipt.
Rather, activation during reward receipt and neutral outcome became more similar with age, with activation during reward receipt significantly increasing (left:
F(1,48) 5 4.04; r 5 0.28; P 5 0.05, right: F(1,48) 5 4.20;
r 5 0.29; P 5 0.046), while activation during neutral anticipation remained the same with age (left: F(1,48) 5 0.29;
r 5 0.08; P 5 0.59, right: F(1,48) 5 0.07; r 5 0.04; P 5 0.80;
Supporting Information, Fig. 4).
A similar analysis of activation in the vmPFC yielded a
significant effect of condition (left: F(1,48) 5 37.1; P < 0.001,
right: F(1,48) 5 24.39; P < 0.001). This was expected as this
region is known to be involved in reward receipt. However, none of the age-related effects were significant (all
F < 1; Supporting Information, Fig. 5).
Next, we performed a repeated-measures analysis with
group (three levels) and condition (reward cue, neutral
cue) on activation in the ventral striatum. This revealed a
significant main effect of condition (left: F(1,46) 5 9.69;
P 5 0.003, right: F(1,46) 5 7.59; P 5 0.008), with subjects
showing less activation during reward receipt as com-

r

pared to neutral outcome (Fig. 5). More importantly, the
group by condition interaction was significant in the left
ventral striatum (F(2,46) 5 4.23; P 5 0.02), with a smaller
effect of reward in the oldest group (60–70 years) compared to the youngest group (40–50 years; t(19) 5 22.75,
P 5 0.01). The interaction did not reach significance in the
right ventral striatum (F(2,46) 5 1.58; P 5 0.22). Finally,
there was no main effect of age (left: F(2,46) 5 0.84;
P 5 0.44, right: F(2,46) 5 1.18; P 5 0.32), indicating that
there was no general decline in activation.
As there was no effect of age on activation in the
vmPFC, we did not perform repeated-measures analyses
on activation in that region.

Effect of age on activation shift from reward receipt
to anticipation
Activation shift results are presented in Figure 6. We
directly compared the effect of aging on striatal activation
during reward anticipation (vs. neutral anticipation) and
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Figure 6.
Activation shift from receipt to anticipation. Scatter plot of the shift in activation from reward
receipt to reward anticipation on brain activation in the left and right ventral striatum as a function of age (with linear trend line and 95% confidence interval), and line plots for the three age
groups (6standard error of the mean) for reward anticipation and reward receipt.
reward receipt (compared to neutral outcome). This analysis revealed a significant main effect of condition (left:
F(1,48) 5 17.40; P < 0.001, right: F(1,48) 5 19.75; P < 0.001),
with more ventral striatum activation during reward
anticipation compared to receipt of reward. This effect
was modulated by age (left: F(1,48) 5 11.96; r 5 20.45;
P 5 0.001, right: F(1,48) 5 6.5234; r 5 20.34; P 5 0.01), with
the difference between reward anticipation and reward
receipt diminishing with age. This suggests that the typical
temporal shift in activation from reward receipt to reward
anticipation no longer occurs in older subjects. Finally,
there was no main effect of age (left: F(1,48) 5 0.13;
r 5 0.05; P 5 0.72, right: F(1,48) 5 1.09; r 5 0.15; P 5 0.30),
indicating there was no general effect of age on activation.
Next, we performed a repeated-measures analysis with
group (three levels) and condition (reward anticipation vs.
neutral, reward receipt vs. neutral) on activation in
the ventral striatum. This revealed a significant main effect
of condition (left: F(1,46) 5 21.59; P < 0.001, right:
F(1,46) 5 21.14; P < 0.001), with subjects showing more
activation during reward anticipation as compared to

r

reward receipt. More importantly, the group by condition
interaction was significant in the left ventral striatum
(F(2,46) 5 6.79; P 5 0.003), with a smaller difference
between reward anticipation and reward outcome in the
oldest group (60–70 years) compared to the youngest
group (40–50 years) (t(19) 5 22.75, P 5 0.01). The interaction did not reach significance in the right ventral striatum
(F(2,46) 5 2.69; P 5 0.08). Finally, there was no main effect
of age (left: F(2,46) 5 0.41; P 5 0.67, right: F(2,46) 5 0.22;
P 5 0.79), indicating there was no general effect of age on
activation.

DISCUSSION
Here, we investigated age-related changes in reward
processing in a cross-sectional sample of 49 healthy adults
aged 40–70 years. We observed no age-effects on task
accuracy or response speed, indicating adequate task performance in all subjects. Whole-brain analyses revealed a
significant age-related decrease in ventral striatum
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activation during the anticipation of reward compared to
neutral anticipation. ROI analyses showed that this decline
was not caused by a general reduction in ventral striatum
activation levels, but rather indicates a loss of discrimination between the processing of reward and neutral cues.
Ventral striatum activation during reward receipt, as compared to a correct neutral outcome, increased with age. No
effect of age was found in the vmPFC, a region commonly
associated with reward receipt [Diekhof et al., 2012; Figee
et al., 2011; Liu et al., 2011; Haber and Knutson, 2010].
Our data provide further evidence for the notion that
healthy aging is associated with changes in stimulus–
reward processing. Increased ventral striatum activation
during reward receipt could potentially be a consequence
of decreased reward anticipation. Specifically, the typical
activation shift in the ventral striatum from reward receipt
to reward anticipation no longer occurs in older subjects.

Reward Anticipation
Our finding of decreased anticipatory ventral striatum
activation in healthy aging is in part consistent with the
results of Schott et al. [2007] and Dreher et al. [2008].
Schott et al. [2007] reported reduced levels of activation in
a cluster of 5 voxels in the ventral striatum ([9 9 23]) in
old subjects (n 5 19, mean age 69.0, range 62–78) versus
young subjects (n 5 18, mean age 23.3, range 19–28). However, their results did not survive whole-brain corrections
for multiple comparisons. Dreher et al. [2008] compared
young subjects (n 5 20, mean age 25, SD 3.7 years) with
aging subjects (n 5 13, mean age 66, SD 5 years) and
reported reduced activation in dorsal but not ventral striatum (peak voxel [8 4 15]). The current findings extend
these studies by showing a whole-brain significant effect
of aging on ventral striatum activation during reward
anticipation. Moreover, we found this decline to occur
gradually across subjects aged 40–70, with the youngest
subjects in our study being older than those in previous
studies. Using this sample, we could show for the first
time that ventral striatum activation during reward anticipation declines between the ages of 40 and 70. In fact, our
repeated-measures ANOVA analyses suggest that this
decline sets in after the age of 50. This is consistent with
recent insights in age-related structural brain changes,
with diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) studies showing
white-matter disturbances begin to impact brain function
at middle age [for a review, see Kohama et al., 2012].
Indeed, a meta-analysis combining functional MRI and
DTI measures showed a negative relation between brain
activation levels and white-matter integrity in aging subjects [Bennett and Rypma, 2013].
Our results seem to be less consistent with results from
studies by Samanez-Larkin et al. [2007], Rademacher et al.
[2014], and Lorenz et al. [in press]. Samanez-Larkin et al.
[2007] compared brain activation of a small sample of
young (n 5 12, age 19–27) and aging subjects (n 5 12, age
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65–81). They failed to detect an age-related effect on ventral striatum activation during reward anticipation using
whole-brain analyses, and subsequent volume of interest
analyses. However, they do report an age-related reduction of striatal activation during reward anticipation,
which was paralleled by an increase of activation in the
parietal cortex. Rademacher et al. [2014] compared brain
activation in young subjects (n 5 24, age 20–28) and aging
subjects (n 5 24, age 60–78) while they performed a monetary incentive delay task offering monetary or social
rewards. They did not find any effect of age on ventral
striatum activation during anticipation of either monetary
or social reward (both whole-brain and in a ventral striatum region-of-interest). However, in their earlier work
[Spreckelmeyer et al., 2009], they found a strong effect of
both monetary and social reward on anticipation-related
ventral striatum activation in a sample of adults (n 5 32,
mean age 29.0, range 20–48). Taken the data from both
studies together, the failure to find an overall effect of
anticipation on ventral striatum activation may in fact be
due to the older subjects being added to the sample in the
2014 paper. Alternatively, this inconsistency between their
papers could be due to the relatively long echo time (50
ms), which makes it difficult to reliably detect activation
in regions such as the ventral striatum [Figee et al., 2013].
Finally, Lorenz et al. [in press] acquired brain activation
data from a sample of adolescents (n 5 34, mean age 14.9,
range 13–16), young adults (n 5 34, mean age 26, range
19–35), and aging subjects (n 5 34, mean age 67.5, range
61–80), while performing a slot machine task. The authors
report no difference in ventral striatum activation during
reward anticipation between the young adults and aging
subjects. Remarkably, the adolescents show significantly
more activation in the ventral striatum compared to both
age groups. This is in direct opposition with the majority
of literature on reward processing in adolescents, which
agrees on the fact that reward anticipation is reduced in
adolescents compared to adults [Bjork et al., 2004, 2010;
Geier et al., 2010; Hoogendam et al., 2013]. This inconsistency may be caused by the type of task is being used
(slot machine versus monetary incentive delay task), and
therefore, it is difficult to relate their findings to those we
present here.

Reward Receipt
We found that activation in the ventral striatum
increased with aging during receipt of reward compared
to a neutral outcome. This is in agreement with the results
of Schott et al. [2007], who reported significantly higher
ventral striatum activation during reward outcome in
older compared to younger subjects. Samanez-Larkin et al.
[2007] and Dreher et al. [2008] reported on reward receipt,
but they did not identify age-related changes in the ventral
striatum. Rademacher et al. [2014] and Lorenz et al. [in
press] did not report outcome data.
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We found no effect of aging in the vmPFC during
reward receipt. The vmPFC is commonly associated with
the outcome component of reward processing, and is
believed to process reward magnitude [Diekhof et al.,
2012]. The anterior part of the vmPFC is thought to be
most sensitive to monetary reward [Haber and Knutson,
2010]. Indeed, we did find the vmPFC to be activated in
response to reward receipt across the entire sample.

Effect of Age on Activation Shift from Receipt to
Anticipation
Taken together, our results indicate that with healthy
aging, the shift in activation from outcome phase to anticipation phase no longer occurs. This shift is characteristic
for normal young–adulthood, and is thought to arise during adolescent development [Hoogendam et al., 2013; May
et al., 2014]. This failure to shift in old age is also identified in more elaborate reversal learning tasks. For example,
Mell et al. [2009] showed that younger subjects (n 5 14,
mean age 26.5, SD 3.9 years) activate the ventral striatum
primarily during “learned” trials, when rewards are
expected and the ventral striatum signals anticipation.
Contrastingly, elderly subjects (n 5 14, mean age 67.8, SD
5.0 years) activate mainly in “search” trials, when rewards
are given at chance and the ventral striatum signals
reward receipt. Interestingly, these findings are in direct
opposition to adolescent development (10–25 years), when
striatal reward processing shifts from being primarily outcome driven to being primarily anticipation driven [Hoogendam et al., 2013].
The failure to shift activation from outcome phase to
anticipation phase may reflect diminished reward-based
learning in healthy aging. Our findings could represent the
neurofunctional underpinning of the age-related cognitive
decline that is identified in prior behavioral research
[Chowdhury et al., 2013; Mell et al., 2003]. An important
factor supporting the hypothesis of decreased stimulus–
reward coupling in old age is the well-documented agerelated decline of striatal dopamine availability [B€ackman
and Farde, 2005; B€ackman et al., 2006; Dreher et al., 2008;
Marschner et al., 2005]. Efficient reward processing depends
critically upon dopamine availability [D€
uzel et al., 2010;
Waelti et al., 2001]. The notion of dopamine loss underlying
the age-related alterations in stimulus–reward coupling is
further supported by the results of Chowdhury et al.
[2013], who found that learning abilities of healthy older
adults increased to the level of young adults after administration of the dopamine precursor levodopa (L-DOPA). The
age-related decrease in striatal dopamine availability has
also been suggested to increase neural noise, which diminishes distinctive signalling [Li et al., 2001]. This seems to be
in accordance with the overall age-related decrease in
reward–neutral discrimination observed in our data.
However, our data could also reflect a reorganization of
reward processing within the elderly brain. In elderly
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subjects reward processing could be executed by a different combination of brain regions than in younger subjects,
without this affecting subsequent stages of processing or
behavior. This seems in line with our results, since we did
not observe age-related changes in response times and trial
accuracy. However, these results are inconsistent with
some prior studies [Park and Reuter-Lorenz, 2009; Schott
et al., 2007]. It should be noted that we applied a relatively
simple motor task and adapted target speeds individually
to insure a trial accuracy of 50% in all subjects [Figee
et al., 2011; Hoogendam et al., 2013; Van Hell et al., 2010].
Age-related declines in performance are generally
observed using more demanding reward-related tasks
[Chowdhury et al., 2013; Mell et al., 2003]. Senescence is
found to particularly affect the ability to adapt flexibly to
changed stimulus-reward associations (reversal learning),
which was not required in our task [Eppinger et al., 2011].
Alternatively, reduced ventral striatum activation during
reward anticipation with aging may be a consequence of
an age-related decline in gain probability. With decreased
probability of reward receipt, the stimulus–reward association will be less profound [Fiorillo et al., 2003]. However,
our task design ensured that all subjects would win the
same amount of money. Indeed, we did not find an effect
of age on reward accuracy. However, the fact that there
was no objective difference in reward probability does not
exclude the possibility that age affects the subjective estimation of reward probability, resulting in lower gain
expectancies for the same reward probabilities in older relative to younger subjects [Frank et al., 2004]. Finally, Rademacher et al. [2013] suggested that with increasing age
people tend to devaluate monetary rewards. If true, then
the performance in elderly subjects should not be affected
by potential rewards. However, our behavioral data show
that older subjects, like younger subjects, respond faster
when they can win money. Moreover, older subjects show
increased activation during reward receipt, suggesting that
they do evaluate rewards differently from a neutral outcome. Also, we found reward responsiveness in the
vmPFC to be unaffected by age, further supporting the
notion that reward incentive remains relatively equal with
aging.
This study has several limitations. First, the group sizes
for the ages of 40–50 years and 60–70 years were smaller
than those of the middle group, which may have influenced between-group analyses. Second, although we find
clear evidence in support of diminishing reward processing after the age of 40, we cannot make inferences about
the trajectory of changes prior to the age of 40. Although
we do extend studies using only young subjects and old
subjects, it remains unclear what happens in reward processing during young adulthood and the age of 40.
Finally, using functional magnetic resonance imaging
(fMRI), we measured cerebral activity indirectly, through
the BOLD response. The BOLD-response is sensitive to
hemodynamic changes in the brain. Old age is associated
with
an
increased
prevalence
of
hypertension,
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hyperlipidemia, and clinically silent cerebral or vascular
pathology, which could hypothetically alter the BOLDresponse [Raemaekers et al., 2006]. An age-related decrease
in BOLD-response is generally reported [Ances et al., 2009;
Buckner et al., 2000], although some studies report no ageeffect [Aizenstein et al., 2004; Huettel et al., 2001]. Since
our data show age-related increases as well as decreases
in ventral striatal activation, the bias presented by agerelated hemodynamic changes appears limited.

CONCLUSION
We identified a whole-brain significant age-related
decrease of ventral striatum activation during reward
anticipation. In contrast, we found activation in the ventral
striatum to increase with age during reward receipt. Activation in the vmPFC was not affected by age. These data
demonstrate that the typical temporal shift from striatal
activation being primarily outcome driven toward being
increasingly anticipation driven no longer occurs in
healthy aging. Taken together, our findings indicate an
age-related deterioration of stimulus–reward processing.
This study expands our knowledge of the effects of
healthy aging on reward processing, and can serve as a
stepping stone for further research of the impact of neurodegenerative diseases typically associated with aging on
reward-related processing. Altered stimulus–reward processing is a common symptom of neurodegenerative disease [Perry and Kramer, in press; Rutledge et al., 2009].
Understanding the interplay between age-related changes
in brain functionality and cognitive processing, particularly reward processing, may be crucial for future models
of healthy aging and age-related psychopathology.
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